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@ Mike Vallee

Green Iguana Biosecurity
on the Sister Islands
In an effort to tackle the early stages of
Green Iguana (Iguana iguana) invasion
on the Sister Islands, the Terrestrial
Research Unit (TRU) teamed up with
volunteer team “Iguana B’Gonna” from
Little Cayman.
DoE Research Officers Jane Haakonsson
& Jessica Harvey met up with “Iguana
B’Gonna” founder and volunteer Mike
Vallee on the Brac to collect detailed
information about past green iguana
sightings and captures, but also to
conduct night searches and to raise
awareness
through
door-to-door
conversations and through community
meetings.
Together with volunteer Keino Daley
and Phillip Smith (from the Brac District
Admin) we recorded GPS locations
where green iguanas had been seen and
/ or captured. officer

Unfortunately, Marine Parks Officer
Robert Walton and “Iguana B’Gonna”
co-founder Ed Houlcroft were unable to
accompany us due to schedule clashes.
The majority of the green iguana
sightings have been reported in Spot
Bay, the oldest most densely populated
area in Cayman Brac. Upon driving down
Dixon Drive at approximately 10:00am,
a green iguana hatchling was spotted in
the middle of the road. It was quickly
captured by hand by Mike and stored in
the shade while the search went on.
Near the end of the road, another green
iguana hatchling was spotted on a wild
tamarind tree and captured by Jessica.
With Keino’s help, the team was able to
secure permission to search on private
property down the drive for the rest of
the day and return to search at night.
All known GPS locations and notes were
recorded and the team spoke to as
many residents in that area as possible.

Mike Vallee approaching a hatchling green iguana on Dixon Drive.
We caught 5 hatchlings on that road in total on this trip.
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The team enquired about presence /
absence of iguanas on various
properties, the timeline of when green
iguanas were first seen to when they
were most recently seen, exact
locations, approximate size and how
many were removed.
Each person we spoke to was given a
hotline card with contact details should
they see a green iguana and they were
invited to the community meeting due
to be held that evening. All the
residents we met were openly
supporting green iguana removal and
regarded them as pests.
Five additional green iguanas were
captured during a night search between
9:30pm and 1:30am. The night search
team consisted of 6 people: Mike, Jane,
mi

Jessica, Phil Kravitz, Fred Burton and
Roxanne Boonstra. In total, 7 hatchlings
and 2 female sub-adults were caught on
the 10th Oct 2016. All hatchlings were
caught on Dixon Drive, in sea grape,
tamarind or other trees. One hatchling
escaped capture and was not sighted
again.
DoE hosted a community meeting in the
Aston Rutty Civic Center and around 20
residents attended. This meeting
discussed the efforts made by the DoE
including results from survey and
removal projects, a presentation on the
differences between green iguanas and
rock iguanas, Little Cayman’s successful
volunteer effort and what to do if
residents see a green iguana.
We used the opportunity to show
attendees the hatchlings caught earlier
that day to further demonstrate the
differences between the endemic rock
iguanas and the greens.
During the presentation emphasis was
put on the understanding that the DoE
was not tasked with controlling or
eradicating green iguanas as a whole on
GCM, but that we instead were
collecting necessary data to assess the
logistics of running such a control
program.
Attendees received temporary hotline
cards as well as the Iguana Specialist
Group Position Statement on green
iguanas which can be found here:
file:///C:/Users/jane_nr/Downloads/Igu
ana%20Specialist%20Group%20Position
%20Statement%20(2).pdf

Night searches led by Mike Vallee proved
particularly successful with 5 captures in 4 hours.
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The main requests from the audience
were for more material on the
differences between the two iguanas,
additional road signs and background
information that could easily be shared
by community members.
The two female sub-adults shown, to
the right, were found in two tall
separate sea grape trees at the very end
of Spot Bay Road. The more difficult
capture was in a tree approximately 20ft
above ground and found at around
11:30pm. Mike was able to miraculously
construct a makeshift noose from a
dead sea grape limb, beach vine and
noose string when the access to an air
rifle was unavailable at that late hour.
Both pictures and blood samples (for
genetic analysis) were taken prior to
humane euthanization of the greens.
Duplicate samples were taken where
possible and stored at the DoE.

Mike Vallee shows a green iguana hatchling to meeting attendees, pointing our the obvious and more
subtle differences between this invasive species and the endemic Sister Island Rock Iguana.
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While we did not reach as many people
as we had hoped through the
community
meeting,
door-to-door
introductions and enquiries to residents
while searching for green iguanas
proved to be an effective way of
spreading educational awareness.

We would like residents on Cayman Brac
to take the following steps if and when a
green iguana is seen:

Going forward, the same presentation
made at the Civic Center will be given to
smaller specific groups in the
community, such as at schools, holiday
accommodation, specific workplaces
etc. to ensure that we are reaching a
broader audience. Initial contacts were
made to the RCIPS, CIAA, the hospital
and DoA prior to leaving Cayman Brac
and will be followed up.

2. CALL THE IGUANA HOTLINE
IMMEDIATELEY!

A few members of the community
expressed enthusiasm for participating
in future green iguana response teams.
From our experience with searching for
green iguanas, the successful captures
made were largely due to Mike’s
incredible ability to spot iguanas. His
10+ years of catching green iguanas is
apparent. He subsequently caught
another 5 iguanas in the same area on
the 22nd Oct 2016.
Training with assistance from Mike
Vallee is essential to improve
detectability, especially during the night.
Maintaining the momentum generated
from initial searches and educational
awareness efforts is essential to
increase and maintain community
support. Emphasis will be placed on (a)
training residents to be able to search
and capture green iguanas on a regular
basis and (b) reporting all efforts and
sightings to the DoE.

1. IDENTIFY THE IGUANA
IF POSSIBLE TAKE PHOTO

917-7744
3. KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE IGUANA
UNTIL SOMEONE CAN GET THERE
4. IF YOU CAN CATCH IT, CATCH IT!
BUT ONLY IF YOU ARE SURE IT’S A
GREEN IGUANA

NOTE:
• DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RUN OVER THE
IGUANA
• DO NOT ATTEMPT TO CATCH A
GREEN IGUANA IF IT’S TOO
DANGEROUS TO DO SO
• REMOVE IGUANAS HUMANELY

We would like to thank DoE staff and
Cayman Brac District Administration for
their support and allowing Keino and
Phillip to assist us during the day, for the
use of the Civic Center, their technical
support during the presentations and
assistance with distributing flyers. We
also want to thank all volunteers who
assisted during our stay, particularly
Bonnie Scott Edwards for assisting with
flyer distribution, accommodation and
for attending the iguana hotline on a
regular basis and attending to green
iguana calls where possible!
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A new ant species, known only from
Grand Cayman
By James K. Wetterer
This past April, I visited Grand Cayman
for one-day stopover on a Caribbean
cruise with my family. While the others
headed off to see the sights, I hiked to
the nearest red mangrove area in
Camana Bay and filled some plastic bags
with dead twigs.
What led me to these mangroves is
research I started in Florida, where I am
a professor at Florida Atlantic
University. Red mangroves grow in and
adjacent to shallow brackish water in
subtropical and tropical estuaries
around the world, and provide a unique
arboreal habitat, often completely
isolated by water from any terrestrial
habitat.

In Florida, I collected dead hollow twigs
from local mangroves and I was
surprised to find that several rarely
collected ant species were actually very
common in red mangroves.
When I cut open the twigs from Camana
Bay, I found an ant that I had never seen
before. Although it looked similar to two
Tapinoma
species
known
from
throughout the Caribbean, its coloration
was different from either.
Specimens of a new Tapinoma ant species
found in red mangroves in Grand Cayman
by James Wetterer.
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Tapinoma litorale, which is a uniformly
pale, is a native arboreal species that
commonly nests in plant cavities.
Tapinoma melanocephalum, which has
a dark head and thorax, but a pale
abdomen, is originally from Southeast
Asia and the western Pacific region.
Commonly known as the ghost ant,
Tapinoma melanocephalum is a wellknown household pest that has spread
around the world through human
commerce.
The Tapinoma I found in Camana Bay,
however, had a pale head and thorax
and a dark abdomen. I sent specimens
to Roberto Guerrero at the Universidad
del Magdalena in Colombia, who is an
expert of the genus Tapinoma. Dr.
Guerrero confirmed that this is an
undescribed species, and he will soon
describe it as a new species. This is the
only ant species known solely from the
Cayman Islands.

Dr. Guerrero will also do genetic
analyses to determine how this new
species is related to other Tapinoma
species.
I found this Tapinoma species in four
different red mangroves at two sites in
Camana Bay. My collection included
many worker ants and eleven males, but
no queens. So I've booked another
cruise. My family and I am coming back
to Grand Cayman in December with the
goal of finding some Tapinoma queens.
This time I plan to rent a car and visit
more sites around Grand Cayman. My
mom and my three kids plan to help.
The area adjacent to where I found the
ants was in the process of being cleared
for a new housing development.
I hope that future development in the
Cayman Islands can preserve the
mangroves and the many other species
that depend on them.

MORE ANT PICURES

This image from Google Earth shows the area in which the ant collections were made.
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Common Black Hawk Visits Cayman!
A rare visitor has been spotted several
times in the West Bay Barkers Peninsula,
namely a Common black hawk
(Buteogallus anthracinus)!
The stunning photos below, taken by
MRCU Senior Superintendent John
Smith, shows this juvenile hawk making
a temporary home of the most
Northern part of Grand Cayman.
Barkers is predominantly mangrove
wetland, crossed by a number of MRCU
dyke roads with associated canals. The
mangrove communities are varied and
the area includes Palmetto Pond and
Sea Pond.

On the north aspect of Barkers Point the
area is adjacent to a Marine Parks
Replenishment Zone, which maybe why
this infrequent visitor is enjoying the
abundance of fish!
Perhaps brought here by weather
systems, the Common black hawk is
native to Central and South America,
Peru and Trinidad and is listed as of
Least Concern on the IUCN Red List.
Given the size of this raptor and thus its
dispersal capabilities, it is very likely to
find its way back home in the near
future. We sure envy the lucky birders
who got a good view! Check out E-bird
for local sightings of this and other spp!
areas, or.

This beautiful juvenile Cuban black hawk has been seen around the Barkers area for the last couple
of months. Photos by MRCU Senior Superintendent, John Smith.
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KNOW YOUR NATIVES
LADY HAIR
Lady hair (Malpighia cubensis), is an
inconspicuous understory shrub known
best as a plant with which to avoid
direct contact!

As it is found mainly in the xerophytic
landscape of Grand Cayman’s East End,
this plant is threatened by habitat loss
and development.

Rarely growing to more than 2 m. tall
(~6.5 ft.), lady hair contains numerous
miniscule stinging hairs. Even a light
brush against this plant will deposit a
layer of irritant hairs onto the skin or
clothing. These hairs are best removed
by the use of sticky tape or with a sharp
blade. Do not put affected clothes into
the washer without removing hairs first!

Its stunning red berries are a common
food source for birds and rock iguanas
and it can be seen frequently in the
Colliers Wilderness Reserve.

Lady hair is a woody shrub found mainly
in the soil pockets of rocky shrub-lands.
Itssd

Lady hair with its attractive pink flowers, left, and tiny leaves and prickly hairs, right.
Photos by Fred Burton.
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